These books have been previously put on library reserve and/or listed in the syllabus for the course indicated. Use the call number after the title and author to find the book on our library shelves.

**COURSE: ACADIA: EXPLORING THE NATIONAL PARK IDEA**

- *Acadia* / by Robert Rothe ; edited by Gweneth DenDooven - O/S QH105.M2R67
- *Acadia, the soul of a national park* / Steve Perrin - GV 199.42 .M22 A328 2003
- *Acadian culture in Maine* / prepared by North Atlantic Region, National Park Service, Boston Massachusetts - F 27 .S29 N3 1994
- *Discover Acadia National Park : AMC's guide to the best hiking, biking, and paddling* / Jerry & Marcy Monkman - GV199.42.M22A326 2010
- *Hiking Acadia National Park* / Dolores Kong and Dan Ring - GV 199.42 .M22 A324 2001
- *Hiking the living trails of Acadia National Park : Book one* / Steve Perrin - GV 199.42 .M22 P428 1996
- *Inventing Acadia : artists and tourists at Mount Desert* / Pamela J. Belanger ; with contributions and essay by J. Gray Sweeney ; foreword by John Wilmerding - O/S ND 1351.5 .B44
- *Mt. Desert Island and Acadia National Park : an informal history* / photos. and text by Sargent F. Collier ; rev. and edited by G. W. Helfrich - F27.M9C6372
- *Pathmakers : cultural landscape report for the historic hiking trail system of Mount Desert Island : Acadia National Park, Maine : history, existing conditions & analysis* / prepared by Margaret Coffin Brown ; project manager, Jim Vekasi ; contributors, Karen Anderson et al - F 27 .M9 B76 2006
- *The story of Bar Harbor, an informal history recording one hundred and fifty years in the life of a community* / Richard Walden Hale - F 29 .B3 H27
• The waterfront of Otter Creek: a community history / by Douglas Deur. F27.M9D35 2012
• Thomas Cole / by Matthew Baigell - O/S ND237.C6 B3
• Traditional uses of fish houses in Otter Cove: a research report / Charles W. Smythe - F 27 .M9 S53 2008

COURSE: ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SEMINAR

• International environmental law and policy / David Hunter, James Salzman, Durwood Zaelke - K3585.H86 2011
• International law and the environment / Patricia Birnie, Alan Boyle, Catherine Redgwell - K 3585 .4 .B57 2009

COURSE: ARAB AWAKENING & EMERGING ISSUES

• Civilian jihad: nonviolent struggle, democratization, and governance in the Middle East / edited by Maria J. Stephan - DS63.1.C563 2009
• Egypt: an economic geography / Fouad N. Ibrahim with Barbara Ibrahim - HC830.I285 2003
• Egypt on the brink: from Nasser to Mubarak / Tarek Osman - DT 107.83 .O76 2010
• Iran: a country study / edited by Glenn E. Curtis and Eric Hooglund - DS 254.5 .I732 2008
• Islam and the Arab awakening / Tariq Ramadan - DS63.1.R3513 2012
• Rock the Casbah: rage and rebellion across the Islamic world / Robin Wright - JQ1758.A58W75 2011
• The Arab awakening: America and the transformation of the Middle East / Kenneth M. Pollack et al - JQ1850.A91A73 2011
• The Arab revolution: ten lessons from the democratic uprising / Jean-Pierre Filiu - JQ1850.A91F55 2011
• The Arab uprising: the unfinished revolutions of the new Middle East / Marc Lynch - JQ1850.A91L92 2012
• The Ayatollah begs to differ: the paradox of modern Iran / Hooman Majd - DS318.9.M35 2008
• The international relations of the Persian Gulf / F. Gregory Gause III - DS326.G38 2010
• The Iran primer: power, politics, and U.S. policy / Robin Wright, editor - JQ1785.I75 2010
• The Iranian nuclear crisis: a memoir / Seyed Hossein Mousavian - JZ5665.M68 2012
• The Persian puzzle: the conflict between Iran and America / Kenneth M. Pollack - E 183.8 .I55 PS8 2004
• The Syrian rebellion / Fouad Ajami - DS 98.6 .A336 2012

COURSE: CLIMATE JUSTICE

• Climate governance at the crossroads: experimenting with a global response after Kyoto / Matthew J. Hoffmann - GE170.H64 2011
COURSE: CLIMATE POLICY PRACTICUM (TUTORIAL)

- Displacement, development, and climate change: international organizations moving beyond their mandates / Nina Hall - QC 903 .H2154 2016
- Peasants negotiating a global policy space: La Vía Campesina in the Committee on World Food Security / Ingeborg Gaarde - HD 1542 .G33 2017

COURSE: CONSPIRACY THEORY AND POLITICAL DISCOURSE

- Conspiracy theories: secrecy and power in American culture / Mark Fenster - HV 6275 .F45 2008

COURSE: CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: CIVIL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES

- The Supreme Court and individual rights / David G. Savage - KF4748.W53 2009

COURSE: CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CRIMINAL INJUSTICE

- The Color of justice: race, ethnicity, and crime in America / Samuel Walker, Cassia Spohn, Miriam DeLone - HV9950.W33 2010
- The new Jim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness / Michelle Alexander - HV9950.A437 2010
- The rich get richer and the poor get prison: ideology, class, and criminal justice / Jeffrey Reiman, Paul Leighton - HV9950.R46 2013
COURSE: DEMOCRACY: MODELS, THEORIES, QUESTIONS


COURSE: ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY

- Environmental law and policy / by James Salzman, Barton H. Thompson, Jr - KF 3775 .S26 2007
- Environmental law and policy : nature, law, and society / Zygmunt J.B. Plater et al. KF3775.E4683 2010
- Environmental law stories / edited by Richard J. Lazarus, Oliver A. Houck. KF 3775 .A7 E6 2005
- The making of environmental law / Richard J. Lazarus. KF 3775 .L398 2004

COURSE: FIRE: SCIENCE, POLICY AND PRACTICE

- Fire in America : a cultural history of wildland and rural fire / Stephen J. Pyne - SD421.3 .P96 1988
- Forest dynamics and disturbance regimes : studies from temperate evergreen-deciduous forests / Lee E. Frelich - QK938.F6F74 2008
- The big burn : Teddy Roosevelt and the fire that saved America / Timothy Egan - E 757 .E325 2009
- This time is different : eight centuries of financial folly / Carmen M. Reinhart, Kenneth S. Rogoff - HB3722.R45 2009

COURSE: GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS: THEORY AND PRACTICE

- The environment and international relations / Kate O'Neill - GE 170 .O54 2017

COURSE: GLOBALIZATION/ANTI-GLOBALIZATION

- Monolingualism of the other, or, The prosthesis of origin / Jacques Derrida - P106.D456613 1998
- River of smoke / Amitav Ghosh - PR9499.3.G536R58 2011
COURSE: HYDRO POLITICS IN A THIRSTY WORLD

- When the rivers run dry: water, the defining crisis of the twenty-first century / Fred Pearce - TC 405.P43 2006

COURSE: INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE POLICY AND PROTECTED AREAS

- Lyster's international wildlife law / Michael Bowman et al - K3525.B69 2010
- Parks in peril: people, politics, and protected areas / edited by Katrina Brandon, Kent H. Redford, Steven E. Sanderson - SB 484 .L38 P37 1998

COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO GLOBAL POLITICS

- Critical theorists and international relations / edited by Jenny Edkins and Nick Vaughan-Williams - JZ1242.C76 2009
- International relations: the key concepts / Martin Griffiths, Terry O'Callaghan, Steven C. Roach - JZ 1160 .G75 2008

COURSE: INTRODUCTION TO THE LEGAL PROCESS

- Introduction to law and the legal system / by Frank Schubert. KF385.A4G7 2015
- Parliament of whores: a lone humorist attempts to explain the entire U.S. government / P.J. O'Rourke - JK34.O74 1991
COURSE: NATIONALISM, COLONIALISM AND OTHER IMAGINED STATES


COURSE: NATIVE AMERICAN LAW


COURSE: OUR PUBLIC LANDS: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

- The governance of Western public lands: mapping its present and future / Martin Nie - KF 5605 .N54 2008
- To conserve unimpaired: the evolution of the national park idea / Robert B. Keiter - SB481.6.K45 2013

COURSE: POLITICAL PERSUASION AND MESSAGING FUNDAMENTALS

- Packaging the presidency: a history and criticism of presidential campaign advertising / Kathleen Hall Jameison - JK 524 .J36 1996

COURSE: POLITICS OF WORLD TRADE

- Free trade under fire / Douglas A. Irwin - HF1756.I68 2015

COURSE: PRACTICAL ACTIVISM

- Food is different: why we must get the WTO out of agriculture / Peter M. Rosset - HF2651.F27R68 2006
- How to win campaigns: communications for change / Chris Rose - HN18.R628 2010
- International environmental law and policy / by David Hunter, James Salzman, Durwood Zaelke - K3585.H86 2011
• Language intelligence: lessons on persuasion from Jesus, Shakespeare, Lincoln, and Lady Gaga / Joseph J. Romm - P301.5.P47R66 2012
• Reclaiming America: Nike, clean air, and the new national activism / Randy Shaw - N 65.S484 1999

COURSE: PRACTICING CLIMATE POLITICS

• International environmental law and policy / by David Hunter, James Salzman, Durwood Zaelke - K3585.H86 2011

COURSE: REWILDING

• Braving the wilderness: the quest for true belonging and the courage to stand alone / Brené Brown, PhD, LMSW - HM 1106.B77 2017
• Keeping the wild: against the domestication of earth / edited by George Wuerthner, Eileen Crist, and Tom Butler - QH 75.K44 2014
• Protecting the wild: parks and wilderness, the foundation for conservation / edited by George Wuerthner, Eileen Crist, and Tom Butler - QH 75.P796 2015
• Rewilding North America: a vision for conservation in the 21st century / Dave Foreman - QH 77.N56F66 2004
• Rewilding the world: dispatches from the conservation revolution / Caroline Fraser - QH 75.F738 2009

COURSE: RUSSIA AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

• It was a long time ago, and it never happened anyway: Russia and the communist past / David Satter - DK267.S24 2012
• No illusions: the voices of Russia's future leaders / Ellen Mickiewicz - JN6695.M528 2014
• Putin's Russia: life in a failing democracy / Anna Politkovskaya; translated by Arch Tait - DK510.763.P65213 2005
• Russia's Arctic strategies and the future of the Far North / Marlene Laruelle - DK501.2.L37 2014
• Russia's foreign policy: change and continuity in national identity / Andrei P. Tsygankov - DK510.764.T785 2013
• Russians: the people behind the power / by Gregory Feifer - DK510.762.F45 2014
• The limits of partnership: U.S.-Russian relations in the twenty-first century / Angela Stent - E183.8.R9S836 2014

COURSE: SAVING AMERICA’S SPECIAL PLACES: THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

• A thinking person's guide to America's national parks / Robert Manning, Rolf Diamant, Nora Mitchell, David Harmon - E160.T473 2016
• Interpreting our heritage / by Freeman Tilden - SB482.A4 T53 1977
• Last child in the woods : saving our children from nature-deficit disorder / Richard Louv - BF353.5 .N37 L68 2005
• Meaningful interpretation : how to connect hearts and minds to places, objects, and other resources / edited by David L. Larsen - GV181.18.M43 2011
• Mountains without handrails, reflections on the national parks / Joseph L. Sax - W17 E160.S29 1980
• Parks and carrying capacity : commons without tragedy / by Robert E. Manning - SB486.P83M36 2007
• Space and place : the perspective of experience / Yi-Fu Tuan - BF 353 .T8
• Topophilia : a study of environmental perception, attitudes, and values / Yi-fu Tuan - GF 41 .T82 1990
• Trails for the twenty-first century : planning, design, and management manual for multi-use trails / Charles A. Flink, Kristine Olka, Robert M. Searns ; Rails-to-Trails Conservancy - GV 191.4 .F55 2001

COURSE: SISTERS IN LAW: WOMEN JUSTICES AND THE US SUPREME COURT

• Breaking in : the rise of Sonia Sotomayor and the politics of justice / Joan Biskupic - KF8745.S67B57 2014
• Elena Kagan : a biography / Meg Greene - KF8745.K34G74 2014
• Sandra Day O'Connor : how the first woman on the Supreme Court became its most influential justice / Joan Biskupic - KF8745.O25B57 2005
• Sisters in law : how Sandra Day O'Connor and Ruth Bader Ginsburg went to the Supreme Court and changed the world / Linda Hirshman - KF8744.H57 2015
• The legacy of Ruth Bader Ginsburg / edited by Scott Dodson, University of California, Hastings College of the Law - KF8745.G56L44 2015
• The nine : inside the secret world of the Supreme Court / Jeffrey Toobin - KF8748.T66 2007
• The Roberts Court : the struggle for the constitution / Marcia Coyle - KF8742.C69 2013
• Uncertain justice : the Roberts court and the constitution / Laurence Tribe, Joshua Matz - KF4550.T789 2014

COURSE: SUSTAINABILITY, JUSTICE & POLICY IN ALTERNATIVE FOOD SYSTEMS

• Agrarian dreams : the paradox of organic farming in California / Julie Guthman - S605.5.G88 2014
• Cultivating food justice : race, class, and sustainability / edited by Alison Hope Alkon and Julian Agyeman - HD9005.C88 2011
• Fresh fruit, broken bodies : migrant farmworkers in the United States / Seth M. Holmes, PhD, MD - HD1525.H685 2013
COURSE: THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING: CASES IN FUTURE STUDIES

- **Climate governance in the developing world** / edited by David Held, Charles Roger and Eva-Maria Nag - QC903.2.D44C554 2013
- **Governing climate change** / Harriet Bulkeley and Peter Newell - QC 903 .B85 2010
- **The climate casino: risk, uncertainty, and economics for a warming world** / William Nordhaus - QC903.N8545 2013
- **The climate crisis: an introductory guide to climate change** / David Archer, Stefan Rahmstorf - QC903.A73 2010
- **The cyborg handbook** / edited by Chris Habels Gray; with the assistance of Heidi Figueroa-Sarriera & Steven Mentor - Q 360 .C93 1995
- **The singularity is near: when humans transcend biology** / Ray Kurzweil - QP 376 .K85 2005
- **This changes everything: capitalism vs. the climate** / Naomi Klein - HC79.E5K56 2014

COURSE: WHITEWATER/WHITEPAPER: RIVER CONSERVATION AND RECREATION

- **Rivers for life: managing water for people and nature** / Sandra Postel and Brian Richter - QH 75 .P67 2003
- **The big thirst: the secret life and turbulent future of water** / Charles Fishman - HD1691.F55 2011
- **The bird in the waterfall: a natural history of oceans, rivers and lakes** / Jerry Dennis - GB661.2.D46 1996
- **The canoe handbook: techniques for mastering the sport of canoeing** / Slim Ray - GV783 .R35 1992

COURSE: WILDERNESS IN THE WEST: PROMISE AND PROBLEMS

- **This changes everything: capitalism vs. the climate** / Naomi Klein - HC79.E5K56 2014